
Expert evidence No.11044 

December 04, 2009 

On November 17, 2009 CDs were submitted to Almaty Regional scientific and industrial laboratory of 
forensic examination of Center of Forensic Examination in Ministry of Justice of the RoK from 
Department 2 of Administration 3 of Department of the National Security Committee of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, Almaty. CDs were submitted on the basis of the resolution of senior detective on the 
search, Х.Х. Ххххххх dd 12.11.09 to product comprehensive forensic psychological, language and 
religion examination concerning a worker of religion organization “Biblical center “New Life””. The 
case  is instituted on the basis of the materials of Applications Record Book No.557 dd 25.10.2009.  
 
“To the examiner of language: 

Are there any signs of warmongering in presented objects? 

Are there any features (calls, etc.), causing social, National, tribal, racial, religious enmity or discordin 
presented objects? 

Are there any signs of insulting national honor and dignity or religious feelings of citizens in presented 
objects? 

Are there any signs of propaganda of exclusivity, superiority or inferiority of citizens on the basis of 
religion, ancestry, national, ethnic or racial origin? 

To the examiner of religions 

Which religious schools are the ideas, presented in the materials, related to? What ideas are preached in 
relation to other nations, races, religions?” 

Note: In accordance with the "Regulations on the production of expert evidence and specialized research 
in Center of Forensic Examination of Ministry of Justice of the RoK": 

The solution of the question No.1 about the presence / absence of signs of warmongering in presented 
object is not in the competence of the examiners, wherefore this question is excluded from the study. 

The solution of the question No.4 about the presence / absence of signs of exclusivity, superiority or 
inferiority of citizens in presented object is not in the competence of the examiners. The 
solutionofthequestionaboutthe presence / absence of statements of exclusivity, superiority or inferiority 
of citizens in presented object is possible as a part of language study. The examiner of language adopts 
the question No.4 as following: "Are there any signs of statements of exclusivity, superiority or 
inferiority of citizens on the basis of religion, ancestry, national, ethnic or racial origin?”. 

 

The performance of examination is placed in charge of the commission: 

-Musina Dinara Raykhanovna- a chief examiner of psychological and criminalistic examination service; 
has graduate degree of Religion Studies, master degree on Religion Studies, qualification on “Forensic 
psychological and language study”, works as an examiner since 2004.  
-Esilbayeva Kadyrkul Nuradinovna is a leading examiner of psychological and criminalistic examination 
service, has graduate degree of Philology Studies, qualification on “Forensic expert psychological and 
language study”, works as an examiner since 2004.   

 
Examiners are warned about criminal liability for perjury under Art. 352 of the Criminal Code of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan.:                           sign                            sign 

 
THE STUDY 
The study of presented object was conducted according to the following scheme: 
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I. External examination of the object; 
II. Determination of scientific- methodological bases of conducted studies;  
III. Language examination (Esilbayeva  K.N.) 
IV. Religion examination (Musina D.R.) 

Summary 
 

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION OF THE OBJECT 
There are three received brown paper envelopes with the CD in the amount of 26 pieces.  
Envelope No.1- on the front of the envelope there is handwritten text "Disks purchased by Ruslanov K.M.", 
written with blue dye. 8 CDs from the envelope are packed again in brown paper envelopes, its loose edges 
are sealed by the seal of the round form “For packs of the Department of the National Security Committee of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan, Almaty”. For convenience, the presented objects are assigned with reference 
designation - objects 1-8: 
 
Object No.1- white CD with handwritten text on the front surface of the disc, written with black dye.  
"Approaching Armageddon  Rape of Europe   Worldwide prayer movement China's Lament”. The disc 
surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an envelope. 
On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.2 DVD with movies: “Approaching 
Armageddon”, “Rape of Europe”, “Worldwide prayer movement”, “China's Lament” bought by 
K.M.Ruslanov 1.sign/2.sign/”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.2- white CD with handwritten text on the front surface of the disc, written with black dye.  
"Approaching Armageddon  Rape of Europe   Worldwide prayer movement China's Lament”. The disc 
surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an envelope. 
On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.3 DVD with movies: “Approaching 
Armageddon”, “Rape of Europe”, “Worldwide prayer movement”, “China's Lament” bought by 
K.M.Ruslanov 1.sign/2.sign/”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.3- white CD with technical characteristics “Verbatim CD-R” and handwritten text in black colour 
“Witnesses at your doors”. The disc surface is silvery. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. 
The CD is packaged in an envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.4 
CD with “Witnesses at your doors” movie, bought by K.M.Ruslanov 1.sign/2.sign/”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.4- white CD with technical characteristics “Verbatim CD-R” and handwritten text in black colour 
“Witnesses at your doors”. The disc surface is silvery. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. 
The CD is packaged in an envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.5 
CD with “Witnesses at your doors” movie, bought by K.M.Ruslanov 1.sign/2.sign/”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.5- white CD with handwritten text in black colour “Life with Christ without arms and legs”. The 
disc surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an 
envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.6 DVD with “Life with 
Christ without arms and legs” movie, bought by K.M.Ruslanov 1.sign/2.sign/”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.6- white CD with handwritten text in black colour “Life with Christ without arms and legs”. The 
disc surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an 
envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.7 DVD with “Life with 
Christ without arms and legs” movie, bought by K.M.Ruslanov 1.sign/2.sign/”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.7- white CD with handwritten text in black colour “Evidence of Tatyana Belous”.  
The disc surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an 
envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.8 DVD with “Evidence of 
Tatyana Belous” movie, bought by K.M.Ruslanov 1.sign/2.sign/”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.8- white CD with blue text on the front side of the disc “New Life” church, Almaty, David 
Hassavey, 18.03.2007 Reconciliation with God    Faith Healing    Evidence of healing  No.4 ”. The disc is 



placed in black plastic case for discs. The surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian and 
foreign languages. The CD is packaged in an envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a 
handwritten text “Envelope No.9 Reconciliation with God    Faith Healing  Evidence of healing  No.4”, 
written in blue colour; 
 
Envelope No.2- there is handwritten text on the front side of the envelope: “dd 08.11.2009/sign/”, written in 
blue colour. 8 CDs from the envelope are packed in brown paper envelopes, its loose edges are sealed by the 
seal of the round form “For packs of the Department of the National Security Committee of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, Almaty”. For convenience, the presented objects are assigned with reference designation - 
objects No.9-16: 
 
Object No.9- white CD with handwritten text on the front surface of the disc, written with black dye: 
"Approaching Armageddon  Rape of Europe  China's Lament    Worldwide prayer movement”. The disc 
surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an envelope. 
There is a handwritten text on the front side of the envelope “Pack No.2 DVD with movies: “Approaching 
Armageddon”, “Rape of Europe”, “China's Lament”, “Worldwide prayer movement”, bought by Х.Х. 
Ххххххх”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.10- white CD with handwritten text on the front surface of the disc, written with black dye: 
"Approaching Armageddon  Rape of Europe  China's Lament    Worldwide prayer movement”. The disc 
surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an envelope. 
There is a handwritten text on the front side of the envelope “Pack No.3 DVD with movies: “Approaching 
Armageddon”, “Rape of Europe”, “China's Lament”, “Worldwide prayer movement”, bought by Х.Х. 
Ххххххх”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.11- white CD with black handwritten text on the front side of the disc “Evidence of Tatyana 
Belous”. The disc surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is 
packaged in an envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.4 DVD with 
“Evidence of Tatyana Belous” movie, bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.12- white CD with blue handwritten text on the front side of the disc “Evidence of Tatyana 
Belous”. The disc surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is 
packaged in an envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.5 DVD with 
“Evidence of Tatyana Belous” movie, bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”, written in blue colour; 
  
Object No.13- white CD with blue handwritten text on the front side of the disc “New Life” church, Almaty, 
Peter Spencer, Apologetics”. The disc is placed in the black case for discs. The surface is purple. The text of 
the disc is performed in Russian and foreign languages. The CD is packaged in an envelope. On the front 
side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.6 with performances of Peter Spencer”, bought by 
Х.Х. Ххххххх”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.14- white CD with blue handwritten text on the front side of the disc “New Life” church, Almaty, 
David Hassavey, 16.03.2007, Celebration of reconciliation with God and healing No.1”. The disc is placed 
in the black case for discs. The surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian and foreign 
languages. The CD is packaged in an envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text 
“Pack No.7 DVD with movie of David Hassavey, Celebration of reconciliation with God and healing No.1”, 
bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”, written in blue colour; 
 
Object No.15- white CD with blue handwritten text on the front side of the disc “New Life” church, Almaty, 
David Hassavey, 17.03.2007, Celebration of reconciliation with God and healing No.2”. The disc is placed 
in the black case for discs. The surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian and foreign 
languages. The CD is packaged in an envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text 
“Pack No.8 DVD with movie of David Hassavey, Celebration of reconciliation with God and healing No.3”, 
bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”, written in blue colour; 
 



 
Object No.16- white CD with blue handwritten text on the front side of the disc “New Life” church, Almaty, 
David Hassavey, 18.03.2007, Three levels of belief”. The disc is placed in the black case for discs. The 
surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian and foreign languages. The CD is packaged in 
an envelope. On the front side of the envelope there is a handwritten text “Pack No.10 DVD with movie of 
David Hassavey “Three levels of belief”, bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”, written in blue colour. 
 
Envelope No.3- there is handwritten text on the front side of the envelope: “Discs bought by Х.Х. 
Ххххххх”, written in black colour. 10 CDs from the envelope are packed in brown paper envelopes, its 
loose edges are sealed by the seal of the round form “For packs of the Department of the National Security 
Committee of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Almaty”. For convenience, the presented objects are assigned 
with reference designation - objects No.17-26: 
 
Object No.17- white CD with handwritten text on the front surface of the disc, written with black dye: 
"Approaching Armageddon  Rape of Europe  China's Lament    Worldwide prayer movement”. The disc 
surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an envelope. 
There is a handwritten text on the front side of the envelope “Pack No.2 DVD with movies: “Approaching 
Armageddon”, “Rape of Europe”, “China's Lament”, “Worldwide prayer movement”, bought by Х.Х. 
Ххххххх”, written in black colour; 
 
Object No.18- white CD with handwritten text on the front surface of the disc, written with black dye: 
"Approaching Armageddon  Rape of Europe  China's Lament    Worldwide prayer movement”. The disc 
surface is purple. The text of the disc is performed in Russian language. The CD is packaged in an envelope. 
There is a handwritten text on the front side of the envelope “Pack No.3 DVD with movies: “Approaching 
Armageddon”, “Rape of Europe”, “China's Lament”, “Worldwide prayer movement”, bought by Х.Х. 
Ххххххх”, written in black colour; 
 
 
Object #19 – white compact disk, technical specifications  - “Verbatium CD-R”, a black text in hand writing 
on the face of the disk saying “Witnesses at your door.”  Working surface of the disk is silver.  Text on the 
CD is in Russian.  Compact disk comes in an envelope.  Face of the envelope reads a text in black ink in 
hand writing “Package #4 CD-disk with the “Witnesses at your door” film bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”; 

Object #20 – white compact disk, technical specifications  - “Verbatium CD-R”, a black text in hand writing 
on the face of the disk saying “Witnesses at your door.”  Working surface of the disk is silver.  Text on the 
CD is in Russian.  Compact disk comes in an envelope.  Face of the envelope reads a text in black ink in 
hand writing “Package #5 CD-disk with the “Witnesses at your door” film bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”; 

Object #21 – white compact disk with a black text in hand writing on the face of the disk saying “Life in 
Christ without legs and arms.”  Working surface of the disk is purple.  Text on the CD is in Russian.  
Compact disk comes in an envelope.  Face of the envelope reads a text in black ink in hand writing 
“Package #6 DVD-disk with the “Life in Christ without legs and arms” film bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”; 

Object #22 – white compact disk with a black text in hand writing on the face of the disk saying “Life in 
Christ without legs and arms.”  Working surface of the disk is silver.  Text on the CD is in Russian.  
Compact disk comes in an envelope.  Face of the envelope reads a text in black ink in hand writing 
“Package #7 DVD-disk with the “Life in Christ without legs and arms” film bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”; 

Object #23 – white compact disk with a purple text in hand writing on the face of the disk saying “New Life 
Church, Almaty, Peter Spencer 23/03/2009 “Secrets of overcoming problems”.”  The disk is in a black CD 
case.  Working surface of the disk is purple.  Text on the CD is in the Russian and foreign languages.  
Compact disk comes in an envelope.  Face of the envelope reads a text in black ink in hand writing 
“Package #8 DVD-disk of speeches by Peter Spencer bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”; 



Object #24 – white compact disk with a purple text in hand writing on the face of the disk saying “The sign 
of the Beast”  The disk is in a black CD case.  Working surface of the disk is purple.  Text on the CD is in 
Russian.  Compact disk comes in an envelope.  Face of the envelope reads a text in black ink in hand writing 
“Package #9 DVD-disk of the “The sign of the Beast” film bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”; 

Object #25 – white compact disk with color picture and text in hand writing on the face of the disk saying 
“The One changing time”  The disk is in a black CD case.  Working surface of the disk is purple.  Text on 
the CD is in the Russian and foreign languages.  Compact disk comes in an envelope.  Face of the envelope 
reads a text in black ink in hand writing “Package #10 DVD-disk of the “The One changing time” film 
bought by Х.Х. Ххххххх”; 

Object #26 – white compact disk with color picture and text in hand writing on the face of the disk saying “I 
promise to cherish”  The disk is in a black CD case.  Working surface of the disk is purple.  Text on the CD 
is in the Russian and foreign languages.  Compact disk comes in an envelope.  Face of the envelope reads a 
text in black ink in hand writing “Package #11 DVD-disk of the “I promise to cherish” film bought by Х.Х. 
Ххххххх” 

II  DEFINITION OF SCIENTIFIC AND METHOD GROUNDS OF THE RESEARCH 

II.1. Selection of literature corresponding to the research peculiarities:  the research was based on special 
literature sourced in Appendix 1. 

II.2. Philological analysis was based on the following methods:  semantics and syntax analysis (the core 
of the method is defining semantic meaning of a statement formulated in a peculiar syntax construction), 
functional and pragmatic analysis (analysis of functions of constructions in a statement on a whole), context 
analysis.  Research on religion was based on typological method (the core of which is in splitting the studied 
objects into groups by certain criteria). 

II.3.  Materials used during the expert research (per the order data): 

“NSC of RK department of Almaty registered an application in regards with one of the employees of the 
religious association named “New Life” Bible center on October 25, 2009.  According to the applicant, the 
named RA distribute DVD disks containing films by a foreign religious figure, David Hathaway.  The films 
contain, in particular the documentary “The Rape of Europe”, per the applicant, examples of religious 
intolerance and approval of war with the Muslim world. 

To gather evidence on illegal actions of the New Life RA there took place a control purchase of video 
materials distributed among the church congregation.  In particular, we acquired DVD disks of the following 
films:  “Getting closer to Armageddon”, “The rape of Europe”, “China cries”, “World pray move”, “Africa 
calls the world to pray”, “Witnesses at your doors”, “Life in Christ without legs and arms”, “I promise to 
cherish”, “The one changing time”, “The sign of the Beast”, “Peter Spencer”, David Hathaway’s “Serving 
God in reconcilement and healing” #1, David Hathaway’s “Serving God in reconciliation” #2, David 
Hathaway’s “Reconciliation with God, Praying for healing, Evidence of healing” #4, David Hathaway’s 
“Three levels of faith”, Peter Spencer’s “Apologetics”. 

While watching the films and speeches by the preachers we have found possible evidence of stirring up 
inter-religious intolerance, stirring up war, as well as promoting advantage of evangelistic Christianity over 
other religions. 

Considering that in order to decide on presence of attributes of stirring up inter-religious intolerance and 
people’s hatred there is a need to perform comprehensive psychological and philological and religious 
expertise based on articles 240, 242, 30, 64, 83 and 20 of the Criminal Code of the RoK…” 



2.  Direct research object is the meaning of the content of the texts presented in the research materials. 

III PHILOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

 Are there any attributes (appeals) of stirring up of social, national, family, racial, religious 
hatred or discord? 

Stirring up of social, ethnic, family, racial, religious hatred or discord assumes an attempt to generate 
conflict between citizens that belong to different social, national, ethnic, religious, family, racial groups.  
Threats, statements of exclusiveness and advantage of representatives of one social, national, ethnic, 
religious, family, racial group and deficiency of another, accusations may accompany the stirring. 

Main verbal attributes of social, national, ethnic, religious, family, racial intolerance are: 

‐ Formation of a negative image of some social, national, ethnic, religious, family, racial group 
distinctly negative attitude towards the group, that provokes hatred:  extending various negative traits 
of some individuals to the whole social, ethnic, religious, family group, assault of national honor, 
dignity, religious feelings of citizens; 

‐ Statements of natural advantage of one social, national, ethnic, religious, family, racial group and 
deficiency of another; accusations in presence of conspiracy of one social, national, ethnic, religious, 
family, racial group against another; stating primary enmity of one social, national, ethnic, religious, 
family, racial group; 

‐ Attributing to one social, national, ethnic, religious, family, racial group hostile actions and 
endangering measures against another; explaining that distress and ill-being in the past, present and 
future exist because of certain actions by specific ethnic, family, social and religious groups; 

‐ Demand to expel representatives of certain social, national, ethnic, religious, family, racial groups 
from some activities; demand to restrict rights and freedom or to privilege the ones of certain groups 
based on their belonging to specific ethnic, social, family, racial, religious group; 

‐ Treats and encouragement to application of force against representatives of specific ethnic, social, 
family, racial, religious group; incitement towards actions against representatives of specific ethnic, 
social, family, racial, religious group; 

Incitement – a call for immediate action, i.e. such a form of influence on people’s minds, will and behavior 
that when made, it creates an immediate desire for a specific kind of action.  Main attributes of incitement 
are: in terms of oral delivery – solemn and pathos tone of statements, semantic and grammar – use of lexical 
units that contain meaning of incitement, i.e. calls urging for action (imperatives), special particles, word 
combinations that contain urging aspect to them. 

Semantic and syntax and context analysis of the presented object demonstrated that the texts of objects ## 3-
8, 11-16, 19-26 do not contain any attributes (appeals) of stirring up ethnic, social, family, racial, religious 
hatred, discord because they do not express any negative attitude towards any ethnic, social, family, racial, 
religious group or its representatives, and such attitude does not provoke in this context any hatred or 
discord;  same as the objects do not hold any inciting constructions designated to provoke negative violent 
actions against any ethnic, social, family, racial, religious group or its representatives of any ethnic or 
religious belonging, comparing citizens by their belonging to any ethnic, social, family, racial, religious 
group based on “good-bad” principle. 

Texts of objects ## 1,2,9,10,17,18 (The Rape of Europe) contains statements that provoke religious 
intolerance. 

For instance: 



“We have all grounds to believe that Allah is the god of moon that was chosen by Mahomet for worshipping 
and that is now worshipped by many people in the world.  Nowadays, crescent is the world symbol of Islam 
in all musks and flags.  What is the connections between Europe and Islam?  History says that Islam, ever 
since its creation, has fought against it.  First, there took place a Muslim invasion through Turkey, the 
Balkans, Spain, France, the invasion triggered war all across Europe.  Then there happened a response by 
European crusaders… 

Is not Europe the woman that sits on the bull that rapes her?  In June […] year national papers published 
information about Muslim invasion into Europe… 

Do you understand how serious is the threat of Islam?  The Muslim worship Allah, which, as I have said, is 
the Baal, the God of Moon.  And nonetheless, the Western countries invite them for participation in joint 
worships – there they say that there exist three great confessions:  the Jews that believe in the Old 
Testament, Christians that believe in the Bible and the Muslims and their Koran.  But Allah is not our God.  
Look at their symbols:  a bull with horns in the shape of a crescent in musks and on flags of the Muslims.  
Probably, they worship the Baal – the bull, the Devil himself.  Compare the symbols of the 13th and the 17th 
[verses] of the Book of Revelations and you will see for yourselves that the Beast that raped the Europe is 
described by horns. 

Today we can see the raise of Islam zeal that puts world stability in danger.  The President Bush 
acknowledged this fact by declaring war to terrorism.  The problem of Israel arose due to reasons other 
from the terrorist threats, but rather due to the Muslim intention to completely mow down Israel.  But first, 
they will have to deal with the USA.  Because the US support Israel.  They want not only to invade Israel 
and to if you wish occupy the territories, the Muslims will not gain piece till they drive out or destroy all the 
Jews of the “Land of Promise”.  The next target after the Jews is the Church.  Violent Muslims hate the 
Crist and other Christian symbols.  Worldwide, they build musks in places where there are such symbols 
and they do it to demonstrate advantage of Islam over Christian faith.  This is a part of the great battle of 
the present.  We need to take all of these events that are taking place in Europe seriously.  And we must pray. 

The Saudi Arabia encourages erection of musks everywhere, even in the places where there are very few 
Muslims.  They can put you to jail simply for holding a copy of Bible.  It is simply impossible to build 
churches there.  When the city authorities of Rome allowed construction of a musk next to Vatican, the Saudi 
media declared it as Vatican surrender to Islam.  The West started to exercise religious tolerance and they 
started inviting leading imams to Christian cathedrals and churches.  But the Muslim cities Mecca and 
Medina, and now “the Temple Mount” in Jerusalem are inaccessible to those not embrace Islam.” 

The content of these statements is designed to create a negative image of the Islam religion, namely by the 
following:  1) stating Islam hostility towards Christianity, as well as presence of threats by Islam to 
Christianity and the rest of the European world; 2) negative description of Islam as of a religion worshipping 
Devil, and Muslims as violent and hating Christianity; 3) attributing negative hostile intentions of the 
Muslims against the Jews and the Christians; 4) using context that characterizes Islam as a religion of zeal 
and terrorism. 

These data, in the context that they are used in, are designed to provoke ethnic and religious hatred and 
discord. 

Thus, the texts of the presented research objects ## 3-8, 11-16, 19-26 do not contain any attributes of stirring 
up ethnic, social, family, racial, religious hatred and discord.  The texts of objects ## 1, 2, 9, 10, 17, 18 
demonstrate attributes of stirring up ethnic and religious hatred:  creation of a negative image of Islam, 
distinctly negative attitude towards it, stating Islam hostility towards the Jews and the Christianity. 



 Are there any attributes of assault of national honor and dignity or any religious feelings of the 
citizens in the presented research objects? 

Assault of national honor and dignity, religious feelings of citizens, expressing negative attitude towards 
certain ethnicities, religions and their representatives in improper form. 

This given, verbally (written and oral) in terms of forensic psychological and philological expertise the 
actions are assessed based on use of improper (swear) lexica that violates public morals. 

When deciding on whether a word, expression, statement is an assault, it is important to consider micro- and 
macro-context of the use of the linguistic unit and peculiarities of its use.  It is necessary to differentiate 
between expressions in regards with assessing a person and the ones assessing specific deeds and behaviors 
of the person.  The expression becomes assaulting when the improper lexica characterizes not the specific 
deeds or words of the person, but rather the person as a whole, i.e. it gives a summarized opinion about the 
person or the group of people.  When using the word figuratively we need to consider internal content of the 
figurative use.  When deciding the issue of assault we also need to consider such component as targeted 
orientation.  

Analysis of the texts of presented research objects testifies absence of assault statements in regards with 
national honor and dignity, religious feelings of citizens since there is no expression of negative attitude 
towards certain ethnicities, religions and their representatives formulated with use of swear (improper), 
vulgar or foul language. 

The words of the texts of objects ## 1, 2, 9, 10, 17, 18 containing negative data on Islam and the Muslims, 
are represented as statements and evaluations free of improper language and are structured with use of 
literature language. 

Thus, the texts of the presented research objects ## 1-26 does not contain data on assault of national honor 
and dignity, religious feelings of citizens. 

 Are there any statements regarding exclusiveness and advantage of certain citizens and 
deficiency of others based on their belonging to religious, class, ethnic, family or racial group 
in the resented research objects? 

Statements regarding exclusiveness and advantage of certain citizens and deficiency of others based on their 
belonging to religious, class, ethnic, family or racial group assume presence of specific lexical and 
grammatical constructions, the central semantic aspect of which is use of phrases about superiority or 
deficiency of people based on their social, ethnic, religious, racial, family inferiority, lameness or superiority 
based on the same aspects.  Grammatically, this may be expressed using comparative and superlative 
adjectives to demonstrate “better-worse” principle, using comparative, benchmarking constructions, etc. 

The texts of the research objects do not contain statements on exclusiveness and advantage of certain 
citizens and deficiency of others based on their belonging to religious, class, ethnic, family or racial group, 
since there are no comparative, benchmarking constructions that assume meaning of illustrating superiority 
or deficiency of people based on their social, ethnic, religious, racial, family inferiority, lameness or 
superiority based on the same aspects. 

Thus, the texts of the research objects ## 1-26 do not contain any statements regarding exclusiveness and 
advantage of certain citizens and deficiency of others based on their belonging to religious, class, ethnic, 
family or racial group. 

 



     IV  RELIGIOUS RESEARCH 

 Which religious branch do the ideas from the research materials belong to?  Which ideas are 
preached regarding other ethnos, race, religion? 

To define the ideas of this or that religious branch based on the research material, we need to introduce the 
following glossary used in religious studies: 

Protestantism – one of the three main branches of Christianity, represents unity of numerous independent 
churches connected via Reformation – a broad anti-Catholic movement started in Europe in XVI century.  
Reformatories based themselves on personal relation between man and God.  Protestantism declares Bible as 
the only source of doctrine, and betrayal is denied or used to the extent appropriated by the corresponding 
Scripture.  According to pilgrims of Protestantism, the First Sin had not only damaged the nature of men, as 
Orthodox and Catholic churches preach, but it had rather perverted it completely.  Having sinned, the man 
lost the very ability to do [good].  That is why a man cannot earn salvation by his deeds.  Salvation may 
come only through divine intervention, “the gift of grace”.  The most important dogma of the most of 
protestant confessions is a belief about justification of the redeeming sacrifice of Jesus by one religion.  
Embodiment of the belief in Jesus Evangeline – the fruit of [….] to God in Protestantism – are the good 
deeds. 

Pentecostals – a protestant movement, received its name and started in [the US] in the end of the XIX 
century.  This confession is based on the New Testament story “[Ten] Disciples” (2:1-18) about  the 
Descent of the Holy Spirit on the Apostles on the fiftieth day [of the] Easter.  Adepts of the movement state 
that every true Christian may get visual gifts from the Holy Spirit:  foreseeing, healing the sick, speaking 
other languages (Glossolalia), and so on, the Pentecostals are close to baptism in terms of their dogma, 
however they enunciate mystique communication with God and “baptism by the Holy Spirit”.  They believe 
that a sanctified person become an organ of the Holy Spirit that has descended upon him/her.  Pentecostals 
have several branches. 

Along with sanctifying by the Holy Spirit, the Pentecostals pay great attention to “spiritual gifts”.  The one 
that the Holy Spirit descends on, in the view of the Pentecostals, s/he becomes a holder of spiritual gifts.  To 
start speaking an unknown language during a worship is to testify one’s ekklesia, demonstrate his/her 
closeness with the Holy Spirit.  

Widely spread now is Neopentecostal movement in the form of charismatic movements.  It belongs to 
Neoprotestantism and it started in the second half of the [XX] century.  The word “charisma” from Greek is 
translated as “person”, “grace”, “gift”.  In this case, we talk about Holy Spirit gifts quoted in the First Epistle 
from Paul to the Corinthians (12:3-10). 

The spine of the Charismatics is the belief in special divine force, descended to a man from up above to help 
to overcome sinfulness that he is prone to and to achieve salvation in the Kingdom.  They believe that any 
person may receive grace directly, but in order to do that, it is necessary to comply with the Church rules.  
Special attention is paid to the closeness of the Second Coming, the End of the World and of the thousand-
year-old Christ Kingdom, as well as to following all of the God’s Commandments.  Some Pentecostals 
acknowledge the whole God and associate Him with Jesus Christ. 

Adepts of this movement believe that “speaking other languages”, the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit, 
may be found among true Christians today as well. 

In Kazakhstan this movement is represented by the following associations:  “Agape”, “New Heaven”, “New 
Life”, “Ildia”, “Gospel”, “Living Vine”, “Charismatic Church of Jesus Christ” and others. 



The texts of the research objects ## 1-26 contain ideas specific to protestant and neopentecostal movements 
of Christianity.  The ideas inform about: 

‐ Total Evangelization, acquiring grace from God and following dogma of Evangelistic Church, i.e. 
“It is only then that you receive the fire… if you are ready to evangelize, bring people to Church, 
talk to them about Christ, you commit to life in the power and chrismation of the Holy Spirit.” “If 
you let God fill you with the Holy Spirit, if you let God baptize you in it, then there is nothing 
impossible, any human is full of the Holy Spirit, he must become evangelist, every one of you must 
bring people to Jesus, you bring them here and let the preacher do it, be an evangelist, a Gift of God 
to every believer.” (object #16); 

‐ Mass glossolalia (speaking other languages), flow of the Holy Spirit gifts, for example: “… fill me 
with your fire now,… give me the gift of glossolalia and I will dare the devil… I want that we start 
praying now in other languages, let the Holy Spirit descend on you” (object #16); “there was 
another flow of the Holy Spirit in 1908, when simultaneously in an Anglican Church… the US… 
Cassel… People… started speaking some unknown different languages.  This was the beginning of 
the world flow of the Holy Spirit, specified by glossolalia, just in the same way as in the day of 
Whitsunday in the Acts chapter 2”, “But God in his message to Elijah (ch.2), in the Acts (ch.2) 
promised that He will pour on every flesh from His Spirit, speaking of not only the rain that will 
bring plentiful Harvesting of Souls in advance of the Return of Christ”. (objects ## 1, 2, 9, 10, 17, 
18); 

‐ Approximation of the Second Coming of Christ, the End of the World and of the thousand-year-old 
Christ Kingdom, for instance: “the vision of Nebuchadnezzar contains a warning that the feet will be 
destroyed by the stone of Jesus Christ in the Second Coming”; “… incompatible combination of a 
lively Imperia doomed to destruction not by the hands of people, but by the hands of Jesus Christ, the 
Son of God, during his second coming done to create the eternal Kingdom […] not the thousand-
year Reich, which” (objects ## 1, 2, 9, 10, 17, 18); 

‐ Declaration of Jesus Christ as the only God and following his dogma, for instance:  ”When I receive 
the fire of the Holy Spirit, I will do what Jesus did…, I will not look at the people, but follow Jesus”, 
“Jesus Christ is God and when the Christians wake up, we will bring the whole Kazakhstan to Jesus.” 

The text of object #16 preaches ideas about Christianization of Kazakhstan and awakening Christians to 
bring the whole of Kazakhstan into the belief of Jesus Christ.  For example:  “I tell to Devil, you have no 
power over Kazakhstan, Jesus Christ is God and when the Christians wake up, we will bring the whole 
Kazakhstan to Jesus.  I started to ask for Gifts of Spirit… you all must burn in fire for God.” 

The Texts of the research objects ## 1, 2, 9, 10, 17, 18 of the “Rape of Europe” file contain ideas that preach 
negative ideas about Islam confession, per the author, Islam is a threat to Christianity, to illustrate this, the 
author refers to an ancient Greek myth about the rape of Europe, where god (Allah) in Islam is represented 
in the view of a bull that harasses Europe (Christianity), same as the texts contain expressions about hostility 
towards the Jews and the Christians.  For instance, “We have all grounds to believe that Allah is the god of 
moon that was chosen by Mahomet for worshipping and that is now worshipped by many people in the 
world.  Nowadays, crescent is the world symbol of Islam in all musks and flags.  What is the connections 
between Europe and Islam?  History says that Islam, ever since its creation, has fought against it.  First, 
there took place a Muslim invasion through Turkey, the Balkans, Spain, France, the invasion triggered war 
all across Europe.  Then there happened a response by European crusaders…”, “Is not Europe the woman 
that sits on the bull that rapes her?”, “They want not only to invade Israel and to if you wish occupy the 
territories, the Muslims will not gain piece till they drive out or destroy all the Jews of the “Land of 
Promise”.  The next target after the Jews is the Church.  Violent Muslims hate the Crist and other Christian 
symbols.  Worldwide, they build musks in places where there are such symbols and they do it to demonstrate 
advantage of Islam over Christian faith.  This is a part of the great battle of the present.” (objects ## 1, 2, 9, 
10, 17, 18). 



Objects ## 3-8, 11-16, 19-26 do not contain information about preaching on other nations or religions.  
Objects ## 1-26 do not contain information about preaching on other races. 

Thus, ideas from texts of the objects ## 1-26 refer to neopentecostal movements of protestant branch of 
Christianity. 

The texts of the research objects ## 1, 2, 9, 10, 17, 18 contain ideas of negative attitude towards the Muslim 
confession, as well as ideas of the Muslims’ hostility towards the Jews and the Christians.   Objects ## 3-8, 
11-16, 19-26 do not preach on other ethnos, races or religions.  Objects ## 1-26 do not contain information 
about preaching on other races. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1.  The texts of the presented research objects ## 3-8, 11-16, 19-26 do not contain any attributes of 
stirring up ethnic, social, family, racial, religious hatred and discord.  The texts of objects ## 1, 2, 9, 
10, 17, 18 demonstrate attributes of stirring up ethnic and religious hatred:  creation of a negative 
image of Islam, distinctly negative attitude towards it, stating Islam hostility towards the Jews and 
the Christianity. 

2. The texts of the presented research objects ## 1-26 does not contain data on assault of national honor 
and dignity, religious feelings of citizens. 

3. The texts of the research objects ## 1-26 do not contain any statements regarding exclusiveness and 
advantage of certain citizens and deficiency of others based on their belonging to religious, class, 
ethnic, family or racial group. 
 
Expert     [signed]    K.N. Yesilbayeva 
 

4. Ideas from texts of the objects ## 1-26 refer to neopentecostal movements of protestant branch of 
Christianity. 
The texts of the research objects ## 1, 2, 9, 10, 17, 18 contain ideas of negative attitude towards the 
Muslim confession, as well as ideas of the Muslims’ hostility towards the Jews and the Christians.   
Objects ## 3-8, 11-16, 19-26 do not preach on other ethnos, races or religions.  Objects ## 1-26 do 
not contain information about preaching on other races. 
 
Expert     [signed]    D.R. Musina 

 




